Reference

AUTHOR Sipos, Linda.
TITLE Awakening the heart : the enneagram and chaplaincy / by Linda Sipos.
IMPRINT 2008.

CALL # HF 5382.5 .U5 .F37 2009.
AUTHOR Farr, J. Michael.
TITLE 200 best jobs for college graduates / Michael Farr and Laurence Shatkin.
IMPRINT Indianapolis, IN : JIST Works, c2009.

TITLE Battleground : criminal justice / edited by Gregg Barak.

TITLE Battleground : criminal justice / edited by Gregg Barak.

CALL # N 5300 .A77 2008.
TITLE The art atlas / edited by John Onians.

AUTHOR Emsley, John.
TITLE Better looking, better living, better loving : how chemistry can help you achieve life's goals / John Emsley.

AUTHOR Field, Simon (Simon Quellen)
TITLE Why there's antifreeze in your toothpaste : the chemistry of household ingredients / Simon Quellen Field.

CALL # R 733 .I592 2008.
TITLE Introduction to alternative and complementary therapies / Anne L.
Strozier, Joyce Carpenter, editors.  

CALL #   RC 111 .I516 2008.  
TITLE   Infectious diseases: in context / Brenda Wilmoth Lerner and K. Lee Lerner, editors. (2 volume set)  

TITLE   Evidence-based geriatric nursing protocols for best practice / editors, Elizabeth Capezuti ... [et al.]  

TITLE   Childhood mental health disorders: evidence base and contextual factors for psychosocial, psychopharmacological, and combined interventions / Ronald T. Brown ... [et al.]  

TITLE   Autism spectrum disorders: a handbook for parents and professionals / edited by Brenda Smith Myles ... [et al.] (2 volume set)  

CALL #   Z 1003.2 .B64 2008.  

**Circulating**

CALL #   BD 450 .S5645 2008.  
AUTHOR   Sokolowski, Robert.  
TITLE   Phenomenology of the human person / Robert Sokolowski.  


AUTHOR   Newton, Ruth P.  
TITLE   The attachment connection: parenting a secure & confident child using the science of attachment theory / Ruth P. Newton.  
AUTHOR       Kubler-Ross, Elisabeth.
TITLE        On life after death / Elisabeth Kubler-Ross ; new foreword by Caroline Myss.

AUTHOR       Appiah, Anthony.
TITLE        Experiments in ethics / Kwame Anthony Appiah.

CALL #       BL 624 .T635 2006.
AUTHOR       Tolle, Eckhart, 1948-
TITLE        A new earth : awakening to your life's purpose / Eckhart Tolle.

TITLE        The Hare Krishna movement : forty years of chant and change / edited by Graham Dwyer and Richard J. Cole.

CALL #       BP 130 .S22 2008.
AUTHOR       Saeed, Abdullah.
TITLE        The Quran : an introduction / Abdullah Saeed.

AUTHOR       Powers, John, 1957-
TITLE        Introduction to Tibetan Buddhism / by John Powers.

CALL #       BS 1171.2 .T74 1978.
AUTHOR       Trible, Phyllis.
TITLE        God and the rhetoric of sexuality / Phyllis Trible.

CALL #       BT 77 .G837 2007.
AUTHOR       Greeley, Andrew M., 1928-
TITLE        The great mysteries : experiencing Catholic faith from the inside out / Andrew M. Greeley.

AUTHOR       Pilla, Anthony M.
TITLE        Guidelines for ecumenical and interfaith activities for the
Diocese of Cleveland / Anthony M. Pilla.
IMPRINT      Cleveland : Interfaith Commission, [1992]

CALL #       BX 1406.3 .H46 2008.
AUTHOR       Henold, Mary J., 1974-
TITLE        Catholic and feminist : the surprising history of the American
Catholic feminist movement / Mary J. Henold.

CALL #       BX 1751.2 .R313.
TITLE        Confrontations 1 / by Karl Rahner ; translated by David Bourke.

CALL #       BX 1751.2 .R313 v.6.
TITLE        Concerning Vatican Council II / by Karl Rahner ; translated by
Karl-H. and Boniface Kruger.

CALL #       BX 1751.2 .R313 v.13.
TITLE        Theology, anthropology, christology / by Karl Rahner ; translated
by David Bourke.

CALL #       BX 1751.2 .R313 v.20.
TITLE        Concern for the Church / by Karl Rahner. Translated by Edward
Quinn.

AUTHOR       O'Callaghan, Joseph F.
TITLE        Electing our bishops : how the Catholic Church should choose its
leaders / Joseph F. O'Callaghan.

CALL #       BX 2350.3 .D44 2008.
TITLE        Deep down things : essays on Catholic culture / edited by Joseph
A. Cirincione.
TITLE       Unmarried couples with children / Paula England and Kathryn Edin, editors.

AUTHOR       Bailey, Alison, 1961-
TITLE        The feminist philosophy reader / Alison Bailey and Chris Cuomo.

AUTHOR       Fairchilds, Cissie C.
TITLE        Women in early modern Europe, 1500-1700 / Cissie Fairchilds.

AUTHOR       Gutfreund, Owen D., 1963-

CALL #       HV 40.4 .C65 2006.
TITLE        Community action research : benefits to community members and service providers / Roger N. Reeb, editor.

CALL #       HV 41.2 .G58 2008.
AUTHOR       Gitlin, Laura N., 1952-
TITLE        Successful grant writing : strategies for health and human service professionals / Laura N. Gitlin, Kevin J. Lyons.

CALL #       HV 95 .C44 2007.
AUTHOR       Cherry, Robert D., 1944-
TITLE        Welfare transformed : universalizing family policies that work / Robert Cherry.

CALL #       HV 98 .T5 L44 2007.
AUTHOR       Lein, Laura.
TITLE        Life after welfare : reform and the persistence of poverty / Laura Lein and Deanna T. Schexnayder ; with Karen Nanges Douglas and Daniel G. Schroeder.

AUTHOR       Goodman, Lisa A.
TITLE        Listening to battered women : a survivor-centered approach to
advocacy, mental health, and justice / Lisa A. Goodman and
Deborah Epstein ; foreword by Judith L. Herman.

CALL #       HV 4805 .A3 S54 2008.
AUTHOR       Shevelow, Kathryn, 1951-
TITLE        For the love of animals : the rise of the animal protection
movement / Kathryn Shevelow.

CALL #       HV 6459 .A64 2007.
AUTHOR       Apel, Dora, 1952-
TITLE        Lynching photographs / Dora Apel , Shawn Michelle Smith.

AUTHOR       Mills, Linda G.
TITLE        Violent partners : a breakthrough plan for ending the cycle of
abuse / Linda G. Mills.

AUTHOR       Clear, Todd R.
TITLE        Imprisoning communities : how mass incarceration makes
disadvantaged neighborhoods worse / Todd R. Clear.

AUTHOR       Philadelphia Lawyer.
TITLE        Happy hour is for amateurs : a lost decade in the world's worst
profession / the Philadelphia lawyer.

TITLE        Reading assessment and instruction for all learners / edited by
Jeanne Shay Schumm.

TITLE        Reading and learning to read / Jo Anne L. Vacca ... [et al.]

AUTHOR       Vairo, Philip D.
TITLE        Hot-button issues for teachers: what every educator needs to know about leadership, testing, textbooks, vouchers, and more / Philip D. Vairo, Sheldon Marcus, Max Weiner.

TITLE        Classroom management: perspectives on the social curriculum / Richard R. Powell ... [et al.]
CALL #       LB 3013.32 .F37 2008.

AUTHOR       Fast, Jonathan.
TITLE        Ceremonial violence: a psychological explanation of school shootings / Jonathan Fast.

AUTHOR       Augenstein, John J.

AUTHOR       Mortenson, Greg.
TITLE        Three cups of tea: one man's mission to promote peace -- one school at a time / Greg Mortenson and David Oliver Relin.

AUTHOR       Stove, R. J. (Robert James), 1961-
TITLE        A student's guide to music history / R.J. Stove.
IMPRINT      Wilmington, Del.: ISI Books, c2007.

AUTHOR       Craft, Robert.
TITLE        Stravinsky: chronicle of a friendship / Robert Craft.
CALL #       ML 420 .L33 K37 2008.

AUTHOR       Kater, Michael H., 1937-
CALL #       ML 2054 .S74 2006.
TITLE        The bluest eye with a new afterword by the author Toni Morrison.

AUTHOR       Morrison, Toni.
TITLE        A mercy / Toni Morrison.

CALL #       Q 143 .L5 C37 2007.
AUTHOR       Capra, Fritjof.
TITLE        The science of Leonardo : inside the mind of the great genius of
the Renaissance / Fritjof Capra.

CALL #       QP 376 .T36 2009.
AUTHOR       Tammet, Daniel, 1979- 
TITLE        Embracing the wide sky : a tour across the horizons of the mind / 
Daniel Tammet.

TITLE        Naturalized bioethics : toward responsible knowing and practice / 
edited by Hilde Lindemann, Marian Verkerk, Margaret Urban Walker.

AUTHOR       Mitchell, John B. (John Barry), 1944- 
TITLE        Understanding assisted suicide : nine issues to consider / John 
B. Mitchell.

CALL #       R 726 .P733 2008.
AUTHOR       Prado, C. G.
TITLE        Choosing to die : elective death and multiculturalism / C.G. 
Prado.

AUTHOR       Kotlikoff, Laurence J.
TITLE        The healthcare fix : universal insurance for all Americans / 
Laurence J. Kotlikoff.

AUTHOR       Green, Ronald Michael.
TITLE Babies by design : the ethics of genetic choice / Ronald M. Green.

AUTHOR Aronowitz, Robert A. (Robert Alan), 1953-

AUTHOR Klawiter, Maren.
TITLE The biopolitics of breast cancer : changing cultures of disease and activism / Maren Klawiter.
IMPRINT Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press, c2008.
CALL # RC 489 .S676 S65 2009.

AUTHOR Davis, Lennard J., 1949-
TITLE Obsession : a history / Lennard J. Davis.

AUTHOR Hedblom, Jack H., 1938-
TITLE Last call : alcoholism and recovery / Jack H. Hedblom ; foreword by Paul R. McHugh.

AUTHOR Willows, Jonathan, 1965-
TITLE Moving on after childhood sexual abuse : understanding the effects and preparing for therapy / Jonathan Willows.
Short Term Loan

CALL #       NK 8806 .P35 2008.
AUTHOR       Paine, Sheila.
TITLE        Embroidered textiles : a world guide to traditional patterns / Sheila Paine ; line drawings by Imogen Paine ; [special photography by Dudley Moss]

TITLE        Caring for Muslim patients / edited by Aziz Sheikh, Abdul Rashid Gatrad ; foreword by the Prince of Wales.

TITLE        A guide to assessments that work / edited by John Hunsley and Eric J. Mash.

CALL #       RT 55 .D53 2009.
AUTHOR       DiDonna, Nancy A.
TITLE        NCLEX review : strategies and skills / Nancy DiDonna.
IMPRINT      Sudbury, MA : Jones and Bartlett Publishers, c2009.

CALL #       RT 55 .M64 2009.
Curriculum

AUTHOR Hake, Stephen.
TITLE Saxon math / Stephen Hake. (Gr. 3-5: teachers manual v.1-2 and student text. Plus masters, guides, problems, scope, activity book, and ESL handbook)
IMPRINT Orlando, FL : Saxon ; Harcourt Achieve, c2008.

AUTHOR Hake, Stephen.
TITLE Saxon math / Stephen Hake. (Gr. 6-8: teachers manual v. 1-2, student text, and masters. Plus ESL handbook, guides and scope)

AUTHOR Larson, Nancy.
IMPRINT Orlando, FL : Saxon, c2008.

Internet Resources


TITLE Ohio cancer facts & figures [electronic resource] / American Cancer Society.
IMPRINT Dublin, Ohio : American Cancer Society, Ohio Division, 2004-

AUTHOR Olson, Steve, 1956-
E-Books

Besse Library added 290 E-Books this month.

Media

AUTHOR Schroeder, Fred E. H., 1932-
TITLE Interpreting the humanities through museum exhibits [videorecording] / Fred Schroeder ; produced by the American Association for State and Local History.

IMPRINT Princeton, NJ : Films for the Humanities & Sciences, [2006]

TITLE Versailles, the visit [videorecording] / a film by Gerard Corbiau ; script by Beatrix Saule & Gerard Corbiau ; written by Beatrix Saule.

TITLE Women owned businesses [videorecording] / Ethical Markets Media ; co-executive producers, Hazel Henderson, Ellyne Lonergan ; director, Andrea Campbell ; writer, Simran Sethi.
TITLE       Toyota's drive to the top [videorecording] / NHK.

TITLE       One red paperclip [videorecording] : Kyle MacDonald makes the deal of a lifetime / producer, Douglas Arrowsmith ; CBC Learning ; a production of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
IMPRINT     Hamilton, NJ : Films for the Humanities & Sciences, [2008]

CALL #       HF 5415.32 .W49 2002.
TITLE       Why we buy [videorecording] / a BBC/TLC co-production ; directors, Graham Strong, James Erskine ; produced by Kate Broome.
IMPRINT     Princeton, NJ : Films for the Humanities and Sciences, [2004]

TITLE       How the kids took over [videorecording] / written, produced & directed by Ann-Marie Redmond ; a production of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

TITLE       America's ad icons [videorecording] / produced by Jaffe Productions for TLC.

CALL #       HG 2040.2 .P74 1999.
TITLE       Predatory lending-- [videorecording] : it can happen to you / produced and directed by Noel Morgan and Cathy Johnson.
IMPRINT     Columbus, OH : Ohio Coalition for Responsible Lending [1999]

CALL #       HT 869 .E6 S67 1996.
TITLE       A son of Africa [videorecording] / Aimimage Productions for the BBC ; producer, Hugh Williams ; director, Alrick Riley ; writer, Danny Padmore.

TITLE       Big brother, big business [videorecording] / a CNBC original production; produced by Lori Gordon ; written by David Faber, Lori Gordon, Josh Howard.
TITLE        Don’t need you [videorecording] / Urban Cowgirl Productions presents ; written, produced and directed by Kerri Koch.

TITLE        Changing identities [videorecording] / by Daniel Labbato.

CALL #       RC 489 .A72 H43 2006.
TITLE        The healing arts [videorecording] : new pathways to health / Vermont Arts Exchange ; produced, directed, and edited by Benjamin Mayer.
IMPRINT      North Bennington, VT : Vermont Arts Exchange, c2006.

CALL #       S 521.5 .I6 H3 2002.
TITLE        Harvesting the past [videorecording] : a Conner Prairie rural history project / Conner Prairie.
IMPRINT      Fishers, Ind. : Conner Prairie, c2002.

TITLE        Podcasting and blogging essentials [videorecording] / Carmelina Films presents ; written by Nick Pernisco & Rosaline Bernstein.